**RFN-1006-3I**

**SPECIFICATIONS:**

- **Impedance:** 50 Ohms
- **Frequency Range:** 0–11 GHz
- **VSWR:** 1.3 Max. @ 9 GHz
- **Insertion Loss:** 0.06 dB Max. @ V/\sqrt{GHz}
- **Working Voltage:** 1k V rms @ sea level
- **Temperature Range:** -65°C to 85°C
- **Insulation Resistance:** 5k MΩms min.

(E) RG-8, BA 213/U, ALPHA 9008, 9213, BELDEN 8267, 9251, 9880, 89880, INTERCOMP 4085, 22132, TIMES AA-4478

(/) FOR Belden 8214, 9913, 9913F, 9914, *RG-8/U TYPE,
CAROL C1180, TIMES AA-5886 & LMR-400 CABLE

**Recommended Crimp Die:** .118" OR .128"

*SOLDER ONLY* FOR RG-8/U TYPE & "E" CABLE GROUP

---

**N PLUG, CRIMP**

**DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES AND MILLIMETERS**

UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED TOLERANCES ARE:

DECIMALS | DIAMETER
--- | ---
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